
Difference between Composition and
Aggregation

Apart from programming, a lot of my spare time sat at the computer is spent reading group,
blog postings, etc from other developers. One particular posting that caught my eye recently
provoked a lot of response and mixed answers to a question posed by a poster. This
question was, ‘What is the di�erence between composition and aggregation and how would
I express it in my programs?’
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Introduction:

Apart from programming, a lot of my spare time sat at the computer is spent reading group, blog
postings, etc from other developers. One particular posting that caught my eye recently provoked a lot of
response and mixed answers to a question posed by a poster. This question was, 'What is the di�erence
between composition and aggregation and how would I express it in my programs'?

Reading the responses to the post, I had a mixed reaction, many of the responses re�ected my
understanding of the di�erence, others turned my understanding right around and explained
composition as my understanding of aggregation.

This short article will put forward my understanding of composition and aggregation and how I would
express it in C# code.

Composition:

As we know, inheritance gives us an 'is-a' relationship. To make the understanding of composition easier,
we can say that composition gives us a 'part-of' relationship. Composition is shown on a UML diagram as
a �lled diamond (see Figure 1).

 

If we were going to model a car, it would make sense to say that an engine is part-of a car. Within
composition, the lifetime of the part (Engine) is managed by the whole (Car), in other words, when Car is
destroyed, Engine is destroyed along with it. So how do we express this in C#?

public class Engine 
{ 
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 . . .  
}

public class Car
{
    Engine e = new Engine();
    .......
}

As you can see in the example code above, Car manages the lifetime of Engine.

Aggregation:

If inheritance gives us 'is-a' and composition gives us 'part-of', we could argue that aggregation gives us a
'has-a' relationship. Within aggregation, the lifetime of the part is not managed by the whole. To make
this clearer, we need an example. For the past 12+ months I have been involved with the implementation
of a CRM system, so I am going to use part of this as an example.

The CRM system has a database of customers and a separate database that holds all addresses within a
geographic area. Aggregation would make sense in this situation, as a Customer 'has-a' Address. It
wouldn't make sense to say that an Address is 'part-of' the Customer, because it isn't. Consider it this
way, if the customer ceases to exist, does the address? I would argue that it does not cease to exist.
Aggregation is shown on a UML diagram as an un�lled diamond (see Figure 2). 

 

So how do we express the concept of aggregation in C#? Well, it's a little di�erent to composition.
Consider the following code:

public class Address 
{ 
 . . . 
}

public class Person
{
     private Address address;
     public Person(Address address)
     {
         this.address = address;
     }
     . . .
}

Person would then be used as follows:

Address address = new Address(); 
Person person = new Person(address);

or
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aggregation aggregation relationship composition CRM system

Person person = new Person( new Address() );

As you can see, Person does not manage the lifetime of Address. If Person is destroyed, the Address still
exists. This scenario does map quite nicely to the real world.

Conclusion:

As I said at the beginning of the article, this is my take on composition and aggregation. Making the
decision on whether to use composition or aggregation should not be a tricky. When object modelling, it
should be a matter of saying is this 'part-of' or does it 'have-a'? 
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You did a great job. Simply explained a very complex concept to me. Bravo
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